
How do we support students with developing their Reading Comprehension skills? 

Through the teaching of context: 

Reading comprehension is supported through an understanding that students often need to 

understand specific background information and vocabulary in order to be able to effectively 

comprehend what they read. This can sometimes mean that explicit teaching of the context of a text 

needs to take place first before students access the text – many of our units of work explicitly teach 

vocabulary and contextual information simultaneously in order to support students in accessing 

complex texts.  

As stated above, we have chosen our texts across KS3 and KS4 so that earlier, more accessible, texts 

studied in the KS3 curriculum contains knowledge that is necessary for accessing more complicated 

texts later on in the curriculum. For example – our study of a KS3 play version of Jekyll and Hyde allows 

students to understand contextual factors related to Victorian London which later allows an access 

point to the far harder to decode text, ‘The Sign of the Four’, in year nine. Our development of the 

understanding of the colonial representations of Caliban in ‘The Tempest’ in year seven allow student 

to have an access point for understanding the representations of Tonga in year nine. The study of the 

full dystopian text ‘Animal Farm’ in year seven allows for better understanding of dystopian short 

stories and extracts studied in year nine. 

As well as this, reading comprehension is obviously supported through the following facets:  

Through supporting vocabulary acquisition:  

Students with lower than chronological age reading ages are all assigned a vocabulary development 

home learning each week which is designed to push students into understanding a wider range of tier 

2 words – newly acquired vocabulary is integrated into home learning comprehension exercises so 

that students can read new vocabulary within context. Tier 3 words are developed through knowledge 

organisers. Schemes of learning identify important vocabulary and these are highlighted within slides. 

Students who struggle with single word decoding, as identified through Lucid screening, are offered 

secondary phonics support through lexonic which also includes discussion of prefixes and suffixes.  

Through developing fluent readers: 

For students to comprehend texts effectively, they must become fluent readers. To become fluent 

readers, put simply, students need to be exposed to a wide number of texts and read a lot. For this 

reason, we have heavily invested in the library, a qualified librarian, and use student voice to help us 

shape which novels are read during tutor time with all tutors. Students read every day allowing them 

to have oral exposure to high quality texts and hear the prosodic cues from their tutors which helps 

with comprehension of more complicated texts. Home learning is central to developing reading 

fluency and we have a tiered home learning system that places our weaker literacy readers on an 

intervention programme that develops reading fluency and our more fluent readers on reading logs. 

Our librarian works with a targeted group of students during tutor times in order to get the right books 

into the right hands. Our librarian runs a series of ‘library appointments’ where psychographic data is 

collected on students to allow her to support those students with choosing texts and contact is made 

with home regarding which texts are chosen. 

All students are offered an induction to the library and we promote the web app version of the library 

to parents so that there is an understanding of what students can access at school 



There is evidence to suggest that repeated readings of texts can support fluency development. Some 

of our students with weaker literacy levels pre-read some of their GCSE texts in additional lessons in 

order to support understanding of comprehension of plot, characterisation and key events. In the case 

of year nine, our students with lower literacy levels will read a simplified version of 19th century texts 

allowing them an access point to the 19th century version of the text later in the year.   

Through carefully planned written and spoken tasks: 

Comprehension of texts can be supported by scaffolded talk tasks and writing. The role of talk prior 

to writing should not be underestimated but talk itself requires the same level of modelling for 

students. Regarding comprehension of texts, we encourage our students to speak to each other prior 

to writing in order to discuss ideas and have provided scaffolding for this to happen based on best 

practice from the guidance. There is a further moral imperative to support talk in schools given the 

impact of the pandemic.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Through making comprehension processes explicit and using them within teaching:  

Where necessary, we will explicitly teach comprehension strategies for students to support 

understanding of texts. This includes making inferences based on their existing knowledge.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Through encouraging reading for pleasure: 

At ‘The Purbeck School’ we prioritise reading for pleasure. Fluent students are given opportunities to 

read at home and are given reading logs so that we can track their reading. Our librarian meets a large 

group of students during tutor time to support them with their reading for pleasure and their book 

choices. Last year, all our high ability readers met regularly to discuss the books that they were reading 

at home and also worked hard to help the school replenish their tutor time reads. Each tutor reads to 

their tutor groups between Monday and Thursday each week.  

This academic year, our librarian, Mrs Bartlett, will be meeting a group of students in each year group 

who we have identified may need further support with book choices but that are fluent readers so 

that they can use this time to discuss book choices with each other. Some readers need more help in 

getting the right book into our hand so we have organised ‘library appointments’ with our school 

librarian where psychographic profiles are written down so that she can best support the reading 

choices of emergent readers. Many students are proud to work as library monitors and we have 

coordinated events in order to encourage reading at the school– such as live screening popular 

authors from the Hay Festival (Alice Osman), booking popular authors to visit school to speak to 

students and regularly responding to the requests for texts that students want.  

Reading lists are updated regularly and curated on the web app as well as a half termly newsletter 

which is well read by parents. Reading displays are often thematically linked to school assemblies or 

calendared events such as Black History Month or LGBTQ+ history month or world book day. 


